Synclan
Artistry Video Wall Solution

Synclan, a brand of Truknox is a Digital Signage Software
for Creative Video Walls.

what is

synclan

SYNCLAN (synchronization+clan+lan) is
the next-generation Digital Signage
software solution paving its path to
change the traditional concept of video
walls, which is not only easy to use but
also powerful and configurable enough to
drive unlimited visual options with high
resolution content.
SYNCLAN is a Pixel Perfect
synchronization software application
among many media client players, where
each client plays the video/image file or
shows captured-live-content as per

instructions within a frame accuracy on
any Asymmetrical or Traditional Video
Wall(s) using any type or a combination of
displays (LCD, Projectors or LED screen).
Unlike standard Video Walls, SynClan
does not bound to any resolution or any
fixed ratio; its upto the creative
imagination of the user to play with
unlimited screens in unlimited
configurations, positions and orientations.
Synclan lets you unleash your creativity
and gives you the freedom to build video
walls on a new scale – it opens up
opportunities to not only to communicate
with larger numbers of viewers, but also
to heighten the dramatic impact of your
message.

benefits
‣ Leaves a greater impact on customers, visitors and spectators like never before
‣ Enhances brand awareness in a unique way
‣ Personal & engaging representation of your creativity, style & brand
‣ Wow your customers by displaying eye-catching dynamic content
‣ Upscales the interior ambience

Creative Possibilities Unlimited
Synclan gives you the freedom to create eye-catching screen layouts, with each
screen In HD Resolution and in any size, shape and orientation

Engagement Through Artistic Visuals
Any Sector - Retail, Sport Arenas, Public Spaces, Entertainment, Museum,
Events, Corporate Or Exhibitions etc…

Panoramic Projection

Edge Blending

Live Capturing

Playback Options
Option 1

Option1: Cut the content to match the current wall specifications using industry standard tools
and assign them to your SynClan Group,

Option 2

Option 2: Or extend/stretch the single video upto 4K* to cover the complete wall including all
the monitors in the playback.

Network & Features

Controller/Manager

Features
Multi-Screen Display (Asymmetric/Standard)
Seamless Playback Of Videos & Images
Content Per Screen Or in Stretch Mode
External Capture
Playlist on Demand
Edge Blending for Projectors
Integrated Watchdog
Unlimited Resolution
Network Manager
Remote Control
Transition Effects and Color tone
Picture in Picture(PIP)
Live Stage Modification

Master/Monitor
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